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PIoneer SPH-C19bT HeAD UnIT
The Pioneer SPH-
C19BT head unit can 
be connected to iOS 
and Android phones 
through Bluetooth 
or USB cable. It has 
five interactive keys 
assigned to perform five most important tasks, without distracting one 
from safe driving. A music key to change or stop the music, a voice 
recognition key to give voice commands, a navigation key to locate a 
destination on maps, a messages key to listen to incoming messages, 
and a menu key to launch its app to customise settings. It also supports 
steering wheel controls and hands-free calling. It is additionally equipped 
with a Rear Parking Sensor Input, which is compatible with the Pioneer 
Parking Sensor. 

ZAAP QUICK ToUCH one Pro  
CAr moUnT
This universal 
smartphone 
solution is 
engineered to 
safely enhance 
your driving 
experience. 
The Quick 
Touch One Pro 
securely mounts 
on your dashboard, windshield, or desk with 
ZAAP’s super-strong suction cup with a sticky 
gel pad. Utilise the increased range, strength, 
and stability of the newly re-designed telescopic 
arm (extends from 4-6.5 inches and pivots 360 
degrees) to find the perfect position for your 
smartphone without sacrificing aesthetics. 

The product is available at a price of Rs 1,499 
at Amazon and Zaaptech.com. For more details, 
visit www.zaaptech.com

eneoS PremIUm moTor oIL ‘SUSTInA’
The high-performance Eneos Premium Motor 
Oil ‘Sustina’ is formulated using patented 
cutting-edge technology. W-Base enables it 
to have extremely stable viscosity in a wide 
range of temperatures and works for better 
fuel efficiency. The ZP additive chemistry 
reduces the formation of sulphuric acid, 
helps detergency and keeps your car’s 
engine clean. 

Made with advanced additives and  
base oil technology, Eneos is developed  
by the company’s state-of-the-art R&D 
centre, making it a high-quality lubricant  
for cars worldwide.

For more details, visit us at www.eneos.co.in 
or contact sales@eneosindia.com 

CASIo eDIFICe eCb-800 SPorTS WATCH
The Casio ECB-800 watch comes with extensive 
lap time features and a large LCD to support 
motorsports. Available in three models, it features 
a large, full-dot LCD to enable lap-time graphing, 
recorded down to 1/1000th of a second, with a 
200-lap memory. The watch has useful functions 
for motosports, including an inset dial that displays 
the average speed, making it valuable for racing 
teams operating on precise timing. The ECB-
800 can be paired with a smartphone to receive 
accurate time data and can also be transferred 
to a smartphone app, allowing viewing and storing of detailed data. For 
more details, visit us at www.casio.co.in or contact info@casio.co.in 

WAXPoL X-CUT rUbbInG ComPoUnD
The Waxpol X-Cut rubbing compound works quickly to 
remove defects, restore colour and revive paint jobs to 
give a high-gloss finish without leaving any scratches. 
It removes sanding marks, swirl marks, scratches and 
oxidation, revives dull and neglected finishes, and restores 
a clean and smooth finish. It does not contain silicone or 
wax and is suitable for application by hand or machine.

It is available in 100ml and 500ml bottles. For more 
details, visit www.waxpol.com or contact info@waxpol.com

moTUL 300v² 10W50 enGIne oIL
Motul’s new engine oil, 300v2 10w50, is made for racing enthusiasts. 
It brings extra performance, validated by top-tier factory teams, in 

both on-road and off-road applications. Formulated 
using renewable bases, it is composed of less fossil 
raw material and has a lower carbon footprint during 
manufacturing. Used off-road, it offers increased 
torque, clutch grip and gearbox reliability while on road 
or on track, it enables an increased power output, oil 
durability and enables constant engine performance. 
Its organic base also limits its environmental impact. 

For more details, visit us at www.motul.com/in/en or 
contact motul@alsl.co.in 


